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If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never 
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at 
the maps on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on 
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas - 
one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of 
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the 
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre 
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in 
the Pacific.  Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but 
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.  
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the 
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

You are here, finally! 
We wish you a warm

Better yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from 
your account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money 
at your hotel.  Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.

WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything 
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a 
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed 
version of all that is Mexican and existed before “Planned 
Tourist Resorts”, such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa, 
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that 
the original “small town” flavor is maintained.

DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican 
vacation must inevitably lead to an encounter with 
Moctezuma’s revenge is just that: false. For the 28th 
year in a row, Puerto Vallarta’s water has been awarded 
a certification of purity for human consumption. It is 
one of only two cities in Mexico that can boast of such 
accomplishment. True, the quality of the water tested 
at the purification plant varies greatly from what comes 
out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On the 
other hand, most large hotels have their own purification 
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you 
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled 
water just about anywhere.

EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists 
often fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats 
in Vallarta. Many would like to bring it back with them, but 
believe that the laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If 
you would like to bring a cat or a dog back home, call the 
local animal shelter for more info: 322 293-3690.

LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to 
take one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. 
Before boarding, make sure you have a map and take note 
of the places you want to return to. Then venture off the 
beaten path. Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus 
takes you. And don’t worry - this is a safe place.

per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by 
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown, 
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so 
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free 
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the 
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget 
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help 
you check it out or lodge a complaint.

Uber and InDriver have also been available in PV for the 
past year or so.  Download their apps in your smartphone.

TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time, 
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the 
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La 
Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc.  
North of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. 
are on Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.

TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long 
distance calls from your hotel room. Most cell phones from the 
U.S. and Canada can be programmed for local use, through 
Telcel or other carriers. To dial cell to cell or land line, use the 
prefix 322, then the seven-digit number of the person you’re 
calling. To access toll-free numbers in the U.S. and Canada: 
800 numbers – dial 001-880 + the number, 866 numbers – 
dial 001 – 883 + the number, 877 numbers – dial 001 – 882 + 
the number, 888 numbers – dial 001 + the number.

LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 15%-20% of the bill 
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids, 
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices 
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In 
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the 
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave, 
ask “La cuenta, por favor” and your bill will be delivered to you.

MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate 
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio), 
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners.  

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION:  350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny 

days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and 
the rainy season extends from late June to early October.

FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety 
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer, 
cougars, raccoons, etc.

SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two 
Marine National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands 
- where diving is allowed under certain circumstances 
but fishing of any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay 
receives the visit of the humpback whales, dolphins and 
manta rays in the winter. During the summer, sea turtles, 
a protected species, arrive to its shores to lay their eggs.

ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism, 
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture, 
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon, 
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.

CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in Mexico 
although Canadian and American dollars are widely accepted.

BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes. 
Within PV, the current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and 
passengers must purchase a new ticket every time they 
board another bus. There are no “transfers”.

TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the 
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with 
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want 
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you 
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver 
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions 
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you 
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds 
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port 
that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates 
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Dear Editor,
Hello,

Dear Editor,

avineberg@yahoo.com

Continued on next page...

I have attended the Bambinos’ performances since they first started on 
Olas Atlas many years ago.  I followed them to different venues over the 
years and finally to their own venue.  Last year they were gone.  Can you 
find any information about them for winter 2023?  I will be in PV again this 
winter for 6 weeks from the end of January to March.

Thank you.

Joan Mowery

Dear Ms Mowery,
Los Bambinos are back, in Fluvial!  See their info in this issue.
The Ed

I was referred to Franc Gole, a hair stylist in Plaza Caracol, upstairs in 
L’Oreal Paris salon. He is very friendly and I got a really great haircut.  
Franc uses aroma therapy and an extremely relaxing scalp massage.  I love 
my haircut and will go back again to see my fellow Canadian.  His prices 
are so reasonable compared to Montreal!

Linda

Dear Linda,
Thank you for sharing your experience with us.  Our readers who have 

gone with Franc have remained faithful clients of his over the years.
The Ed

I live in California.  And I read your paper every week.  
Keep up the good work.  
28 years ago, my wife and I spent 2 weeks in Rincon de Guayabitos.  
We stayed in a private home on the beach celebrating our 25th anniversary.
 We knew the owner.  He sold the home shortly after.  
Our 54th anniversary is this year and we would like to come back.  
We have stayed in Puerto Vallarta every year after the first visit.  
We enjoy the people, food, weather, as well meeting visitors from all 

around the world.  Puerto Vallarta, in general, is a great vacation place.  
I would like any information on hotels, housing in Rincon de Guayabitos.

John Fry  

Dear Mr. Fry,
Congratulations on your upcoming anniversary!
As we do not deliver the Mirror in Nayarit, I cannot recommend any sites 

for you, but I suggest you Google “housing in Rincon de Guayabitos” and 
“hotels in Rincon de Guayabitos”.  

You will find myriad options there.
The Ed.
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Yours Comments... Continued previous page.

Dear Editor,
Dear Editor,

In January we made two small purchases from different pharmacies, 
one at the Marina and the other at the Galerias Mall.  

We paid with our US bank credit card which does NOT charge a 
conversion fee from pesos to dollars.  Both receipts were labeled Farmacia 
PV Marina and both were clearly marked in pesos.  

But when I checked our credit card statement, I saw that, unlike other 
charges that showed the original pesos prices and then the conversion to 
dollars, these two charges appeared only in dollars.  I did some arithmetic 
and learned that both pharmacies had secretly increased the price by 10% 
when they applied their own conversion to dollars.  

Fortunately, our purchases were small, but my advice is that if you 
decide to use a Farmacia PV Marina, pay cash in pesos to avoid being 
cheated.

Michael Steuer

I reside at Bay View Grand in The Marina.  We have 740 units here, most 
of them occupied for the season.  I don’t know how many copies you a lot 
for us, but I can tell you it’s woefully short.  We go to at least a show a week 
and restaurants 5 times a week.  

I enjoy the paper copy so that I can mark my plans.  Every week our short 
term renters grab them and the results is most of us owners cannot get our 
hands on a copy.  Could you please increase our supply?

Love the PV Mirror!️
Regards, 

Susan Rosenow

Hello Susan,
The person at the entrance told our distributor that no one wanted the 

Mirror.
Perhaps someone should talk to her/him.
It would be our pleasure to leave a bunch of them for you.
Please let us know.
Thank you so much!

Allyna Vineberg
Publisher/Editor

I spoke with the office administration and they said that whoever said 
that at the front gate had no right to tell them that!  They said that they 
will correct the situation immediately!  Please leave whatever you feel is 
reasonable for 450 units.  I don’t know how many you have left in the past 
but we are fighting for copies.  Again, thank you!
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Taking Spanish classes at the 
International Friendship Club 
(IFC) was a good way to break 
the ice when I first arrived in 
Puerto Vallarta for my post-
retirement adventure four years 
ago.  Improving my basic Spanish 
helped me to better get to know 
my new neighbors in Puerto 
Vallarta.  Off to a good start.

Like many others, I came to 
Puerto Vallarta solo, eager to 
be enriched by the culture and 
language, and especially the 
music.  I was surprised to find 
that the IFC had many social and 
charitable events that enable one to 
meet people and, at the same time, 
make a meaningful contribution 
to the community.  The IFC, a 
volunteer run organization, uses 
funds earned from its social 
and educational activities to 
support close to 20 charitable 
organizations in the Vallarta area.  
They help kids and moms with 
cancer, people with disabilities, 
and economically challenged 
people bettering their lives.

That first year in Vallarta, I met 
people, some of whom became 
friends, through the “Dine 
Arounds” which, monthly, follow 
the Friday night Happy Hours at 
the IFC Clubhouse (located in the 
Romantic Zone at the corner of 
Insurgentes & Libertad, behind 
the HSBC bank).  This year, IFC 
added “Meet & Greet” evenings 
at incredible venues around town.  
More on that below.

Dine Arounds are small groups, 
maybe 10 to 20 people, who meet 
for dinner and conversation at a 

Making great connections at the IFC
PEGGY A. Nelson

IFC 
Vice President

restaurant.  My first was at Café 
des Artistes, a venue I would 
not have gone to by myself.  So 
typical of the best restaurant 
designs in Vallarta, the tables are 
set on terraces on a hill, in a jungle 
setting, with special lighting.  It 
was a lovely evening where I 
met several people who now are 
friends.  

This past week, IFC hosted a 
“Meet and Greet” at the new Casita 
& Gardens, around the corner 
from Francie Nguyen’s Bonito 
Kitchen in the Emiliano Zapata 
neighborhood of Vallarta.  This 
venue is a must see.  The “Casita” 
is arranged for wine tastings and 
boasts a cellar containing more 
than 100 labels, some of the best 

wines from around the world.  
The “Gardens” are a gorgeously 
landscaped outdoor patio 
featuring multi-level terraces, 
a Japanese garden fountain and 
other sculptures.  The well-
trained wait staff is incredibly 
knowledgeable about the wines.  
Several of us ordered charcuterie 
trays, a tasty companion to our 
flights of sake or wine or other 
bespoke beverages, and we sat 
back to chat and get to know one 
another.

Another fun social activity is 
Bingo! at Nacho Daddy on Basilio 
Badillo, every other Wednesday.  
Here, one can bring a friend, or 
make a friend.

As I decide each week what 
I am going to do, I often check 
for details of the IFC social, 
educational, and charitable events 
at the IFC by clicking on items on 
the online calendar at ifcvallarta.
org.  While there are many regular 
programs, there are often new and 
unique pickings.  More on these 
next week.

Update on IFC Home Tours.  
The IFC Home Tours team 
of volunteers is passionately 
devoted to making their twice 
weekly tours of unique home and 
villas and is thrilled to report that 
on Trip Advisor the IFC Home 
Tours rank #12 out of 407 tours 
and activities in Vallarta.  

No wonder, with Trip Advisor 
comments like “If you ever 
wonder ‘what’s behind the doors’, 
this is a tour for you!  Wonderful 
insight to how some people live 
in Puerto Vallarta.  Pleasant and 
informative guides.  And, it’s 
a genuine way to also support 
various charity projects in PV.”  
These tours sell out, so get tickets 
on-line in advance (no walk ins!) 
at ifcvallarta.org.  Good mobility 
is required as many of these homes 
have steep slopes or craggy paths 
to navigate.  Tours run Tuesday 
and Wednesday, leaving promptly 
at 10:15 a.m. from Sea Monkey, on 
the Malecon, at the foot of Aquiles 
Serdan (across from Condominios 
Molina de Agua).  Come early and 
enjoy a discounted breakfast for 
ticketholders at Sea Monkey.



Tickets are Selling Fast - 
Don’t Miss the Grand Finale!

Many of you know us and what we do.  For those 
who don’t, we are an organization of volunteers who 
support PV’s municipal animal shelter.  We started out 
walking dogs and branched out to working with cats, 
socializing both for possible adoption.  We buy food 
and medicines and arrange for independent vet care 
outside for critical cases.  We’ve built kennels and 
erected a new quarantine area.  

Our latest push in the last few years is for more and 
more adoption events in central areas of the city, getting 
animals out where more and more people can interact 
with them.  One of our newer endeavors is the fostering 
of shelter animals for a better chance of adoption.

A volunteer friend of mine who uses my extra 
apartment during the winter asked to foster a puppy 

DAVID Rohde

Friends Of Puerto Vallarta Animals “This is what we do”
who had a family wanting to adopt her.  Marli came 
into our presence and Renee Spence, a volunteer of 
several years, worked wonders getting her trained and 
ready for her journey north to an awaiting family.  

Marli was around for about two months and was 
a very bright girl.  She made her trip to Toronto, 
Canada, and was met by her new parents who live in 
NE Pennsylvania and have a huge yard for her to tear 
around in.  She also has two new fur siblings.  

This then again is one of the many aspects that makes 
FRIENDS special.

For more information, please visit us at: www.
friendsofpvanimals.com or on FB.  Visit me at the 
Three Hens and a Rooster Saturday Market ON 
THE ISLAND and pick up a T-shirt, cap, or make a 
donation.

Benefit for RISE Children’s Shelter
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As the Shelter Administrator for PuRR Project, Marilyn Kahn and I 
obviously worked close together and this Concert was a fundraising idea 
she was working on.  Her passing and then the onset of Covid meant it 
never came to fruition ...until now!  If you are going to be in Vallarta 
on March 5th, we hope you will support us by attending and bringing a 
friend or two.  It is not only a fundraiser, it will be a memorial with an 
opportunity to speak and share your best “Marilyn stories”.  You can 
contact myself or Sharon Rose if you want more information, 

On Sunday, March 5, between 2 and 6 p.m., El Rio BBQ Bar will host 
the ‘Pussy Cat Concert’ to benefit PuRR Project, a non-profit, no-kill 
feline shelter located just north of Puerto Vallarta that provides homeless 
cats and kittens a recuperative stay with the ultimate goal of adopting them 
out to loving homes sterilized, vaccinated and disease free.

The Pussy Cat Concert is the only fundraiser planned for the PuRR 
Project shelter this season.  This event was the brainchild of the late 
Marilyn Khan, who was the chief organizer of all PuRR Project seasonal 
fundraising events and shelter tours for many years, so the ‘Pussy Cat 
Concert’ is in her honor.

Tickets are only $500 pesos and are available at Nacho Daddy, 
Cassandra Shaw’s or the Coffee Cup in the Marina and at the PuRR 
Project table that’s set up in front of Daiquiri Dick’s restaurant on 
Saturdays.  You can also buy tickets from any PuRR volunteer or on-
line by contacting Bama at info@purrproject.com

The Las Mambas will be onstage, as well as guest performers like Amy 
Armstrong, and of course there will be raffles for prizes!  

So save the date on your PuRR 2023 Calendar so you won’t miss this 
afternoon of fun and friendship on the Rio Cuale.

Pussy Cat Concert
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SHERYL Novak | solutionsmexico.com

Okay, I have a confession to 
make.  I have a favorite piece of 
furniture. 

Although people generally 
purchase it for use in one room, I 
love placing it in other rooms such 
as the dining room, entry and even 
in a kitchen if there is space.  I 
always receive compliments about 
this furniture item whenever people 
see it in a different room than where 
they usually see it.  Can you guess 
what it is?     

If you guessed a dresser, you are 
correct.  In the bedroom, a dresser 
is a must-have piece of furniture, as 
it serves as a place to store clothing, 
linens, and personal items.  You 
can choose a dresser that is part of 
a matching set with your bed and 
nightstands, or even better, opt for 
a piece that is an entirely different 
style or color, so it stands out as a 
statement piece. 

A dresser, however, is one of the 
most versatile pieces of furniture 
and does not need to stay just in the 
bedroom. 

You can use a dresser as a buffet 
table in the dining room to serve meals 
and store dishes and table linens.  I 

True confession
prefer a dresser that has multiple 
drawers for easy organization.  A 
dresser with doors is also great for 
storing kitchen appliances such as air 
fryers and blenders that are used less 
frequently.  If your condo has a small 
dining area, a dresser with wheels 
can conveniently move to another 
space in the room when not in use.

If your condo has a large kitchen 
area, you can use a dresser as an 
island.  The drawers and doors can 
serve as a pantry for storing food 
and other kitchen essentials.  A 
dresser can be an excellent solution 
for additional storage when you 
have limited cabinet space. 

 You can use the drawers for 
storing utensils, the shelves for 
holding containers of food, and 
with the addition of a glass top, you 
can even use it as a place to prepare 
food.

A dresser can be used in the living 
room as a media console for your 
television.  I like using drawers to 
store books, games, blankets, and 
pillows.  A dresser in a bold color 
or style in the living room can be 
your statement piece that makes the 
space unique. 

Another area I love to place a 
dresser is in the entrance or hallway.  
Here, it can serve as a console table 
to hold keys, mail, and other items 
you need when entering or leaving 
your home. 

If you want to maximize your 
storage space while at the same 
time adding a touch of style to your 
rooms, consider this versatile piece 
of furniture.  

Thinking outside the box will 
make your condo more functional 
and look like it came out of a 
designer magazine.

New condo?  Want to change up 
your current space?  Let us help.  
We have items for every budget and 
style. Visit us at our Puerto Vallarta 
store: 363A Constitucion just off 
Basilio Badillo and our Bucerias 
store: Heroes de Nacozari 
126.  If you are not currently in 
Mexico, email us at furniture@
solutionsmexico.com or send a text 
on WhatsApp +322 136-5156. 

Looking for inspiration and ideas 
on how to furnish your condo in 
Vallarta?  Join our Facebook Group: 
Mexico Furniture and Décor.
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| www.mommyinmexico.wordpress.comLEZA Warkentin
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I spent the evening last week talking and laughing with a great group 
of women.  There were several mommas of every stage in the group - 
moms of school agers, moms of teens and moms of grown and flowns.  
We had just done a yoga session in honor of the month of love and 
friendship - a chocolate meditation with yoga nidra at the end.  It was 
led by Michelle Williamson, owner of Old School Yoga in the Marina 
Wellness Center.

In case you are not familiar, yoga nidra is a form of guided meditation 
known as “yogic sleep”.  In other words, it’s my favorite kind.  I love 
it because you can tell people you have done yoga, which implies 
exercise.  In reality, you are lying down and relaxing for most of it.  
What could be better? 

Not only that, she included chocolate, which she used to lead us 
through a mindfulness activity.  We had to focus on every aspect of 
eating chocolate; unwrapping the wrapper, noticing the color and 
texture, and finally the taste.  Yes, it’s a sneaky way to help us live in 
the present, but we didn’t mind.  In fact, there was no better way to 
help a group of women understand the importance of mindful practice.  
Chocolate is king.

Later on, we took a walk down the marina and ended at a little 
restaurant where we toasted our good fortune - an evening to enjoy a 
Valentine gift to ourselves.  We all chatted about life in Vallarta and 
life with our children - a topic a parent can rarely keep away from.  It 
was wonderful, because the moms with young children could listen 
in on the chat about teen angst, and we moms with teens could get 
nostalgic about life with school-agers.

The moms who had kids that had grown up and flown away - they 
talked about grandchildren and the awesome ability to parent from 
Vallarta for a few months while their kids lived their adult lives far 
away.  While they clearly loved and cared deeply for their kids, they 
seemed content to let their children figure things out and raise their own 
kids while they enjoyed the tropics and sipped some cabernet with us.

Chocolate meditation

You guys.  Does this actually happen?  Do you actually get a chance 
to parent children without checking in several times, hoping they are 
making good choices in your absence?  Can you even bear the thought 
that they are probably not sleeping enough or getting enough protein 
or feeling lonely?

I don’t mean to be dramatic.  I know how this sounds.  It’s just that 
my oldest is planning his own solo flight in a year and a half, with my 
daughter setting out one year after he goes.  And I am truly curious…. 
What do you have to do inside your heart to let them fly?  How do 
you keep from calling them three times a day?  Who makes sure they 
aren’t wearing the same underwear for two weeks?

And I do know it happens, because I did leave my own home at 
eighteen, and I got a lot of things wrong with no parents to help me 
figure it out. I called them every Sunday because there was no internet 
or cell phones at the time.  I spent some sniffly evenings missing them 
terribly.  But I also was fascinated with my own independence.

I never thought about my mother at home, wondering if I was lonely 
or sad or unwell.  I didn’t think about the fact that she used to see my 
sleepy face every morning at the breakfast table, and now she didn’t. 

I am imagining that, at first, all the time I’ll have to myself will 
seem strange.  I will wonder what my kids are up to and if they are ok.  
But my evening with these moms gave me hope that, eventually, it’s 
going to be a wonderful phase of new beginnings for my entire family.  
I’ll try to be as cool as these ladies are.  And now I know the relaxing 
properties of really good chocolate.
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| marciavallarta@gmail.comMARCIA Blondin

February 6th marked the first 
anniversary of our Lightworkers 
Gathering at Casa Karma.  To 
celebrate, a few of us met at CK 
again to reconnect, further explore 
the reality of I AM, and solidify 
that the world only needs love.  We 
exchanged a million hugs and sent 
out what we didn’t use to those in 
need.

Singer David Jay and I struck up 
a conversation at Incanto one day 
last week that carried into lunch 
at Vitea.  During those interesting 
few hours, we decided to walk to 
El Rio BBQ Bar in Paso Ancho 
that evening to hear Matt Cage do 

Music and laughter
Elvis Pressley.  Tribute Tuesdays 
(until the end of March) at El 
Rio bring out the serious talent, 
and Matt is one of the best Elvis 
impersonators in the world; ask 
any of the hundreds of people who 
attended!

Sebastian Coronel wants to 
know who ‘Mr. Vallarta’ is and 
produced a show at The Palm 
Cabaret dedicated to finding him.  
The final is this week, so check 
back next time to find out who 
won and why.  Mr. Vallarta could 
become an annual event (imagine 
rows of eye candy!), I vote YES!

Performing Arts Theatre Incanto 

had its sixth anniversary party 
last week; no other venue in 
Vallarta deserves to be celebrated 
more than Incanto.  It has been 
damaged beyond belief by Mother 
Nature more than once, and the 
pandemic created its own havoc.  
Still, owner Tracy Parks kept it 
together and created a smashing 
shindig unequaled in this city.  An 
appreciative audience packed the 
theatre to be schmoozed, cajoled, 
lovingly insulted and wildly 
entertained by the likes of Joan 
Rivers, Liberace, Liza Minnelli, 
Barbra Streisand, and Seth Sikes 
with Brett Rowe on piano.  The 
party continued long into the night 
in the piano bar.

‘Crazy for Bette’ at Marsha Ross’s 
Red Room Cabaret at Act2PV 
commemorates the legendary 
Bette Midler.  Two male dancers 
conjure Ms. Midler’s beginnings 
as a singer in NYC’s infamous gay 
bathhouses.  Delilah Beaucoup’s 

vocal range is more than suited to 
capture Midler’s capriciousness.  
The finale is simply superb.

I bumped into old neighbors 
and dear friends Jim and Eva 
Demetro on the street last week.  
Jim invited me to see his new 
paintings at his gallery across 
from Lazaro Cadenas park.  Jim 
is internationally famous for his 
monumental bronzes, including 
the Vallarta Dancers and The 
Fisherman in Vallarta’s Old Town.  
His large new paintings are mixed 
media with acrylic paint and actual 
molten bronze sharing the canvas.  
Gorgeous!  Other notable artists at 
Jim’s gallery include Cherie Sibley 
and José Baldi.

Kevin Anthony celebrates his 
50th year in show business in 2023.  
In the Piano Bar at Incanto, we 
were treated to a rare intimate look 
at Kevin’s childhood and the road 
that led him to Broadway in his new 
show.  Derek Carkner admirably 
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Marcia Blondin
Can be contacted via email at 
marciavallarta@gmail.com 
or Cell 322 159-9675

accompanied Kevin on piano, lent 
his voice in harmony and kept 
Kevin on track as he wove his 
life history with words and song 
right up to moving to Mexico and 
writing ‘Broadway Soul’.  It was 
light-hearted, happy, honest, and 
lovingly told from being lovingly 
lived.  He is such a star.

I enjoyed a quick hour or so at 
Catrina Cantina, dancing with 
Rob Burton and enjoying Luis 
Villanueva’s songs.  I had to 
leave before Birthday Boy Tonny 
Kenneth made his grand entrance, 
but I will catch him at his recently 
extended new show at Act2PV.

The Oficina de Projectos 
Culturales (OPC) on Juarez 
debuted Thread and Mural, their 
first shows this year, revolving 
around Mexico’s textile industry 
and the resulting political and 
environmental unrest.  A visual 
history of working-class people 
portrayed in simple embroidered 
vignettes expensively framed in 
parota and other exotic woods.  
An intriguing collection made fun 
next door with embroidery hoops 
with canvas and thread, tables 
and avid participants beginning 
their own creations to be left and 
worked upon by others until the 
end of this exhibition.  It will be 
interesting to stop in regularly to 
watch the progress and see the end 
results down the road.

Joe Posa brought Joan Rivers 
back to life at Incanto’s sold-
out anniversary show.  I loved 
it so much that I wanted to see 
the 90-minute performance.  
Unfortunately, it was also her 
last for this season.  I loved the 
refreshing politically incorrect 
humor, her rapid pacing (okay, 
frenetic!) and her attention to 
detail.  I am not a drag queen fan, 
but Posa’s Joan Rivers is right up 
there with Michael Walters’ Dame 
Edna.  Outrageously, perfectly, 
brilliantly funny.

Edmund Bagnall’s Opening 
Night at Incanto’s Theatre didn’t 

quite sell out due to the Super 
Bowl.  He and Mark Hartman, on 
piano and back-up vocals, treated 
us with a wide variety of music, 
from disco mashups to Aaron 
Copland’s Appalachian Spring.  
Edmund and his violin will be 
warming up on Vallarta’s beaches 
for the next three weeks.

COMING UP:
February 18, Saturday, 7 p.m. 

at Incanto - Amanda Reckonwith 
Returns!  Gorgeous countertenor 
David Sabella’s alter-ego.

February 19, Sunday, 5 p.m. at 
Melia Hotel in Marina Vallarta - 
The Vallarta Symphony Orchestra 
performs Vallarta Suite and more.  
Tickets are 250 pesos at the door.

February 20, Monday, 9 p.m. at 
Marsha’s Red Room - Act2PV. Tonny 
Kenneth’s held over Showman.

February 21, Tribute Tuesday, 
6:30 p.m. at El Rio BBQ Bar - Van 
Morrison!

February 23, Thursday, 9 a.m. 
at Casa Ley - Vallarta Garden 
Club volunteers meet up and work 
towards the Malecon.

7 p.m. at Incanto - Opening 
Night of the incomparable Renee 
Armand.

February 24, Friday, 7 p.m. at 
the Cultural Center, Isla Rio Cuale 
- Annual painting exhibition of 
local students.  Cash bar and food 
available.

February 25 & 26, Noon 
Saturday (Rock & Roll) & Sunday 
(Latino/Mexican) at El Rio BBQ - 
Fabulously fun and vital fundraiser 
for Pasitos de Luz.

February 26, Sunday, 7 p.m. at 
Teatro Vallarta - The Grand Finale 
of the RISE Talent Contest.  See 
you there!

Enjoy everything Vallarta has 
to offer; the list is truly endless, 
From Here.
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ANNA Reisman

Yes, I know it’s been what seems like forever 
since I wrote anything.  Please believe me, it hasn’t 
been my fault.

Every time I wanted to send in some blather, there 
was no space left, and there was no way they would add a four-page 
sheet just to accommodate me, so there you have it.

This issue is a fluke, and I intend to take advantage of it.  They 
even took a photo I took while visiting my favorite market, at La 
Cruz de Huanacaxtle!

So… The last time some of my stuff was published was a month 
ago, and lots has happened since then, everywhere, not just in our 
beautiful city.  By the way, did you know that the locals don’t refer to 
it as Puerto Vallarta?  For them, it’s simply Vallarta.  Now you know.

I wanted to share an unusually amazing full moon with you, to 
make sure you saw it, but I couldn’t.  I haven’t gone out much 
during the last three months due to some unpleasant health issues, 
but when one has out-of-town visitors, well, one should be nice 
and pretend that all is well… right?  So, I went to the 3 Hens & a 
Rooster market on the island, once.  What a delight that little oasis 
in the middle our town is, from one end to the other!

Another outing was to La Cigale, my all-time favorite French 
restaurant, with some once-close (B.C. – Before Covid) friends I 
hadn’t seen in forever.  OMG!

I’ve missed so many amazing shows, in all the local theaters, that 
it just saddens me even more now that they’ve gone.  I think I’ve 
been living vicariously through my good friend Marcia…

Tonight, Valentine’s Day evening, my part-time roomie and I are 
going to see Los Bambinos to enjoy their tribute show to Queen!  
You can’t imagine how much I’m looking forward to it!  I’ve 
followed the boys (?) evolution for decades, ever since they began 
playing in local restaurants, as teenagers.  And they’ve just been 
getting better ever since.  Like those T-shirts say, “Pinche Covid!”

What did we do before someone invented that WhatsApp app?  It 
allow us to talk with our friends, no matter where they are, for as 
long as we want, for free.  I also belong to a community group there 
that continuously informs me about all the goings-on on the South 
Side, a.k.a. the Romantic Zone.

It hasn’t been so romantic lately, has it?  With all the construction 
and the noise and the dust it causes.  I’ve become accustomed to 
taking Ubers and I chat with the drivers on the way.  They agree 
with me.  Too many condo towers going up.  (Thank goodness 
they’ve shut down a few of the construction sites, including SOHO!)  
There’s one going up a little further north, around the Hotel Zone, 
that will purportedly have 23 stories, right on the beach!  Are 
they crazy?  How much did they pay for their permit?  Didn’t the 
developers do their due diligence with regard to the devastation the 
passage of hurricanes can cause?  Can you imagine?...

Nevertheless and despite all that, there’s nowhere else I’d rather 
be.  During the height of the Covid pandemic, I remember telling 
my friends up in the Great White North that there was no better 
place to quarantine than right here, in Puerto Vallarta, where we 
could still walk along the beach, in the warmth and the sunshine, 
with our feet in the sand.  I’m glad it’s over, or nearly.

If you’re reading this right now, and you’re one of those who’s 
always asking where you can find a printed copy the Mirror, we 
usually have the info published in every issue, so I’m giving up 
some of my space to make sure you have it this week too.

Until next time, keep well, stay safe and healthy, and do share 
your good fortune with those who do not have any.  

sheis@ymail.com

* Masters Baiter’s
(Between docks A & B)

* Hotels & 
Condo Towers

* Ramiro’s framing shop
(342 V. Carranza)

* Timothy Real Estate
(by Rivera Molino)

* Tourism Office
(City Hall)

* Plaza Caracol
L’Oreal Paris Salon
(Local 6A-A in front of 
Soriana’s cashier #16)

* Hotels
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And on Friday, February 24th, Galeria Contempo warmly invites you to meet 
this talented Mexican artist at an opening cocktail reception to be held from 6 to 9 p.m.  

This airy two-story gallery is located at 252 Basilio Badillo in the South Side.  Phone: (322) 223-1925.
www.galeriacontempo.com

Friday, February 24th

Features the “natura admirabilis” of watercolor artist Oscar Giacinti

You won´t believe your eyes!
When I first saw the watercolor 

paintings of Mexican artist Oscar 
Giacinti, I saw them in an email that 
he sent me and I thought they were 
photographs.  I was about to email 
him back to tell him that I wasn’t 
interested in the pieces, since we 
do not show photography at the 
gallery, until I read the fine print 
and realized that I was looking at 
watercolor art.

And what watercolor art this is!
Giacinti was selected in 2002 as 

one of the 23 best watercolor artists 
in the world by AVA Publishing Co. 
London, UK, for the book “Still 
Life in Watercolor”.

Born in the city of Aguascalientes 
in 1962, Giacinti studied 
architecture, but has been painting 
constantly since 1994.

For this exhibition, Giacinti 
has chosen the title “Natura 
Admirabilis” or Admirable Nature, 
featuring a total of 22 watercolors 
that depict nature.

Wild animals and tranquil landscapes 
in black, white and sepia tones, so real 
to the eye, that you are fooled into 
thinking that they could not have been 
painted in watercolor.

Any artist will tell you that watercolor 
is the most difficult technique of all. 

The technique is based on water, it 
works with the fluidity of the paint that, 
when it dries, remains fixed. This implies 
a limitation of materials.  The artist has 
to use paper or cardboard, not primed 
material or woods that absorbs water.

Working with water takes a lot of 
practice, you have to control both the 
brush and the thickness of the liquid.  
Water does what it wants.  It takes any 
shape that it wants.  An artist has to 
embrace practice and patience.

The artist can not abuse or exceed 
paint and brushstrokes.  A single mistake 
can be visible through excessive layers.

Giacinti knows exactly what to apply 
and what is definite, creating works 
that are very alive, expressing life.  
The light in his pieces is radiant and 
powerful.
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N.B.: The numbers relate to the 
location of the ads in this issue.
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BOX OFFICE: 322.222.1512
OPEN DAYLY: 10:00 AM - 10:00 PM
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BOX OFFICE: 322.222.1512
OPEN DAYLY: 10:00 AM - 10:00 PM

Act2PV, located at the corner of Basilio 
Badillo and Insurgentes in Zona Romantica,  

is the largest entertainment venue in the 
Banderas Bay and brings you the BEST OF 
THE BEST entertainment for the 2022/2023 
Season!  With multiple shows every evening 

in three different theaters, (the popular 
Encore Bar, the wonderful Danny’s Main 

Stage Playhouse, the intimate Marsha’s Red 
Room Cabaret, and the beautiful OUTDOOR 
Cassandra Shaw’s Starlight Cabaret), there 
is something for everyone.  Act2PV features 
Broadway musicals, stage plays and concerts, 
as well as internationally-renowned musicians, 

cabaret theater, and top-quality drag shows! 
With its amazing sound and lighting systems, 

Act2PV is on par with any theater in 
North America! Come early and enjoy LIVE 
MUSIC EVERY NIGHT (no cover) in the 
beautiful, fully-stocked Encore Lounge bar! 
TripAdvisor has designated Act2PV as the 

#1 entertainment venue and is #2 on their list 
of “BEST THINGS TO DO IN PUERTO 

VALLARTA!️” Act2PV is extremely grateful 
to the THOUSANDS of patrons that have 
written 5-star reviews about their shows! 

If you haven’t had the “Act2PV Experience” 
yet, now’s the time to do it! 

 
If you have questions, please send an email 
to info@act2pv.com  For more information 
about shows, or to buy tickets, check out the 
website at www.act2pv.com or go to the box 

office, now open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily.

About Act2PV New Shows Opening Soon

Juntos Otra Vez
A celebration of the music of 

Juan Gabriel and Rocio Dúrcal 
ONE NIGHT ONLY!️   

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 26 - 7:00 PM

Puerto Vallarta vocalists, Gina Ramirez and 
Diego Guerrero, combine their incredible voices 

for ONE NIGHT ONLY to present “Juntos 
Otra Vez,” a tribute to Rocio Dúrcal and Juan 
Gabriel, two of the greatest icons of Mexican 
music of all time!  Gina and Diego have been 
friends for many years.... in fact, Gina brought 
Diego to Puerto Vallarta ten years ago!  They 

are excited to be able to celebrate their Mexican 
culture, tradition and love by performing the 

music they have loved all their lives.  
Tickets are available at act2pv.com 

The 
“NOT DOLLY” 

Show
A tribute to Dolly Parton  

OPENING NIGHT – 
Wednesday, March 1  

Party 8:30 / Show 9:30 p.m.

It’s The “NOT DOLLY” Show, 
starring Vancie Vega, where all ages 
are welcome! This world-renowned 
Dolly Parton tribute artist captures 
the hearts of America, bringing the 
ethereal spirit of the country legend 

to life. Garnering praise from Dolly’s 
family & friends, Vancie IS Dolly!️ 

As an internationally recognized 
celebrity impersonator with a 

specialty for Dolly Parton, Vancie’s 
one-person show is a completely 

immersive Dolly experience. 
A delight in celebration of the love 

for our Queen, the show features fan 
favorites and her all-time classic hits 

throughout the years. 
The Not Dolly Show experience is 
guaranteed to provide the next best 

thing to the original.
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OPEN DAYLY: 10:00 AM - 10:00 PM

Act2PV invites you to stop by 
the beautiful, full-stocked, 

Act2PV Encore Bar to enjoy a 
drink and listen to some great, live 

music every night of the week!  
It’s a great place to relax or meet 

friends, both old and new, in a 
safe, comfortable setting!  

Lauren Jade, International Headliner, 
returns to Act2PV, presenting a 

timeless collection of the music made 
famous by Karen Carpenter 

of The Carpenters. 
Lauren’s velvety voice closely 

resembles that of Karen and it’s no 
doubt that you will be singing along 

to the classics that made us fall in love 
with Karen in the first place! 

As a testament to the struggles that 
Karen experienced during her life, 

this show also unveils the importance 
of self-love while experiencing the 

rollercoaster emotions of relationships. 
It is a narration for anyone who needs 

the gentle reminder that…. 
you are enough. 

Remember that we’ve only just begun, 
no matter where you are in your life 

or love journey.

Yesterday 
Once More Stars with a Heart

A Tribute to Karen Carpenter 
OPENING NIGHT – 

Sunday, March 12 
Party – 5:00 / Show 6:00

A Special Benefit Program 
for the Vallarta Food Bank

The Vallarta Food Bank is very 
excited to have the amazing Mary 

Porter produce this incredible 
fundraising marathon event for their 
food bank!  Get your ticket now for 
this great day of music from many 

talented musicians. 100% of proceeds 
will go to the food bank. 

Sunday, March 5 – 3:00 pm
Location: Act2PV located at Basilio 

& Insurgentes in Romantic Zone
Tickets on sale now at https://

vallartafoodbank.org/fundraiser-tickets

$750 pesos for Preferred Seating 
(Rows A-G) 

$500 pesos for General Seating 
(Rows H-L) 

The Vallarta Food Bank would like to 
give a big thank you to Act2PV 

and all of their sponsors, especially the 
Warren Brander Realty Group 

who contributed the initial funding. 

ENCORE LIVE!

Featured Entertainers include: 
- Monday: Angel Oléa (Violinist) 
- Tuesday: Ana Adame (Singer) 

- Wednesday: Angel Hervey (Cellist) 
- Thursday: Alonso (Saxophonist) 
- Friday: Gerry Barreto (Singer) 
- Saturday: Ana Adame (Singer) 

- Sunday: Gerry Barreto (Singer)

Now Featuring 
Live Entertainment 

Every Night!️
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FABULOUS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 17
6:00 – Queens of Country, a celebration of the women that made 
country music great, starring Bobbi Goddard
9:00 – Cher, the Show, starring Karma La Perra
9:30 - It’s Raining Men - Sexiest male dancers in Puerto Vallarta 
are SIZZLING with SENSUAL choreography, SEXY strip tease, and 
SEDUCTIVE music, as well as the hardest bodies you’ve ever seen! Featuring 
the amazing vocalist, Bigi, as Mistress of Men! *Now 2 nights/week

SULTRY SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 18
6:00 – Canciones de mi Padre, starring Brenda Gaviño (with a Live 
Mariachi Band)
8:30 – Keep It Gay – featuring one of Vallarta’s most well-known 
personalities, Louis Whitaker, with new songs, stories, parodies, jokes, 
camp, guests, dancers and lots of FLAIR… with a gay twist!
9:00 – J-Lo, the Show – a celebration of the music of Jennifer Lopez, 
performed by Losanna Diaz Avila and her dancers
9:30 – Schartt$ Creek: Honeymoon in Vallarta - An Unauthorized 
Parody of the Emmy Award-winning sitcom, Schitt’s Creek 

SUPER SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 19
6:30 – The Platters and More, starring Keith Tynes 
            (BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND)
7:00 – Follies Moulin LaRue
9:30 – (Time Machine, a drag show starring Tammie Brown

MARVELOUS MONDAY, FEBRUARY 20
5:30 – Best of Broadway, Act2PV’s blockbuster musical revue featuring 
singing and dancing from your favorite Broadway musicals (in its 4th year)!
7:30  –  Michael Jackson – The Show, a brand-new look at the life and 
music of the legendary Michael Jackson
9:00 – Showman – starring Tonny Kenneth 
           (BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND)
9:30 - Schartt$ Creek: Honeymoon in Vallarta - An Unauthorized 
Parody of the Emmy Award-winning sitcom, Schitt’s Creek

TERRIFIC TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21
6:00 – Bruno Mars Tribute, featuring Victor do Espirito 
6:30 – Mamma Mia!️ the Broadway Musical (*now Tuesdays & Thursdays)
7:30 – Jersey Boys Tribute, a tribute to the Jersey Boys, starring Marc López
9:30 – Hedda Lettuce, starring in her drag show, Chick with a Shtick!️ 
(*Tuesdays & Thursdays)

WONDERFUL WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22
5:00 – SUPREME – a celebration of the most famous girl groups, from 
the 50’s on… 
7:00 – You’re a Good Man, Charlie Brown, the Broadway musical

It is very important to always check the website at act2pv.com 
for last-minute changes to the show schedule! 

Act2PV Weekly Show Guide | ( February 17 - 24 ) 7:30 – Ladies of Rock, featuring Us Two’s and her LIVE BAND
8:30 – It’s Raining Men - Sexiest male dancers in Puerto Vallarta 
are SIZZLING with SENSUAL choreography, SEXY strip tease, and 
SEDUCTIVE music. Featuring the amazing vocalist, Bigi, as Mistress 
of Men! *Now Wednesdays & Saturdays
9:30 – Time Machine – a drag show starring Tammie Brown 
(*Mondays & Wednesdays)

THANKFUL THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23
6:00 – Crazy for Bette, a celebration of the music of Bette Midler, 
starring Delilah Beaucoup 
7:00 – MAMMA MIA! The Broadway Musical 
           *Now Tuesdays & Thursdays 
7:30 – This is Amy (Winehouse), starring Act2PV superstar, Brenda 
Gaviño, and her LIVE BAND!
8:00 - Hedda Lettuce, starring in Chick with a Shtick! 
           (*Tuesdays & Thursdays)
9:30 – Viva Las Vegas – drag show starring international pole 
champion/singer/dancer/drag queen, Stevie Hart (Steven Retchless) 

FABULOUS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 24
6:00 – Queens of Country, a celebration of the women who made 
country great, starring Bobbi Goddard
9:00 - Cher, the Show, a tribute to the one-and-only Cher, featuring 
Karma La Perra
9:30 – It’s Raining Men - Sexiest male dancers in Puerto Vallarta 
are SIZZLING with SENSUAL choreography, SEXY strip tease, 
and SEDUCTIVE music, as well as the hardest bodies you’ve ever 
seen! Featuring the amazing vocalist, Bigi, as “Mistress of Men.”  
*Now Wednesdays & Fridays!️

Tickets to all 
shows are 
available 
NOW at 

www.act2pv.
com/shows.  

We are happy to 
announce that 
we can now 
accept Visa, 
Mastercard, 

American 
Express, 

Discover and 
PayPal for 

payments online 
and at the box 

office! 

Get Your Tickets Today!
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This season Los Bambinos present two 
weekly Rock n’ Roll shows at PUNTA 
ARENAS, Seafood Bar& Grill.  Salute 
the Beatles, and Freddie Mercury - 
QUEEN are their highly anticipated 
two-hour Rock shows. 

For fifteen consecutive years, Los 
Bambinos musical productions capture 
audience delight.  The group of four 
brothers loves to perform; Rock n’ Roll 
is an excellent sound for Los Bambinos.  
They bring the favored sounds of the 
Rolling Stones, the Doors, Elvis, and 
the Bee Gees to the stage right here 
in Puerto Vallarta!  They always add 
their unique spin to the music, setting 
the well-loved songs into the Mexican 
musical landscape… true to the group’s 
upbringing in classical Latin guitar.  They 
set the show off with tight harmonies and 
sweet banter, giving audiences a taste of 
their brotherly love and charisma.

Join Los Bambinos for Vallarta’s best concerts!
Los Bambinos weekly performances 

are held at Punta Arenas, Seafood 
Bar&Grill - located at 275 Av. Grandes 
Lagos, in Fluvial Vallarta. 

Upcoming Shows: February 17th, 21st,24th 
28th   March 3erd,7th, 10th,14, 17th, 21st 

TUESDAY Night | 
QUEEN featuring Freddie Mercury.
Dinner Seating 6 p.m. | Show 7 p.m.
This dynamic show beautifully presents 

the authentic range of the group’s voices.  
Los Bambinos music does justice to 
this iconic musical era and artist.  The 
QUEEN revival performance is a great 
musical challenge for the group with 
complex harmonies and sophisticated 
instrumentation. Full of energy and 
rhythm, this show will make you 
vibrate as you experience a night full of 
harmonies.

FRIDAY Night | The Beatles! 
Dinner Seating 6 p.m. | Show 7 p.m. 
Growing up listening to the Beatles, 

The Morales brothers bring their own 
four-part harmonies to the stage playing a 
show of classics.  As always, the brothers 
add their unique spin to international rock 
selections in a special thematic show.  

Los Bambinos harmonies and 
instrumentation perfectly captures the 
sound of one of the most recognized 
groups in musical history.

Get on your dancing shoes and 
bring friends for a good time with Los 
Bambinos at PUNTA ARENAS.  Make 
your reservation today and look forward 
to a fantastic evening with your sweetie 
or friends that you will cherish forever.  
Reserve now for the best seats only at 
322-222-4357 or 322 203 9914 (English 
Spoken).  See you at the show!
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 My studio in Canada was under constant threat 
and intimidation by city officials and developers 
and I was sick of it. I took a flight to Puerto 
Vallarta and a boat to Yelapa and on the trail there 
I met a man on a horse who said he had a palapa 
for rent, Don Juan Cruz, and it would be cheaper 
to rent from him, he told me. Although I was just 
enjoying a holiday, the offer of a place of my 
own to paint was an offer I could not refuse, the 
memory of the threats to my studio in Toronto 
was still a nightmare.  I had to do a body of work.  
I took him up on the offer, bid adios to Canada 
and had my first studio in Mexico.  It was bliss.  
I took a trail up behind the church then crossed a 
stream on round smooth rocks and up a path of 
sweet scented pink lilies.  

Opening Exhibition Thursday February 23, 6-9

Sun, Feb 12 at 11:03 a.m. 

There were two sunlit palapas, one hanging bed, 
a toilet and a shower, some chairs and a table, and 
a lovely glass lamp that you filled with petroleo 
for light in the dark.  The nights were beautifully 
black with crashing sounds in the surrounding 
jungle.  My neighbour, Doña Lupe, became my 
closest friend and I painted her portrait many 
times.  She made soap and raised pigs and gave 
me chicharones, deep fried pork skin, when she 
sold the meat.  She bathed in the steam in a purple 
satin slip, this was how it was done.

She was tireless.  We walked three and a half 
hours non stop up a mountain to pick up piglets 
who refused to walk and had to be carried back 
to Yelapa, in sacks, on a burro.  She and I and 
her grandson built a house, rock by rock.  To go 
to the construction site she wore two dresses, 
the outer one was her good dress for the walk 
through town which she removed when we got 
to the site. Since she was nonchalant carrying 
rocks on her head up a treacherous hill in her 
work dress, so was I.  But it perked the interest 
of the men in power and she had to battle them 
as they claimed she put her house on an ancient 
cattle trail, I don’t know how she dealt with that.  
By her wit, wisdom and fighting spirit, I believe.

I painted a lot of portraits of friends, neighbours, 
charros and charreadas, cops, animals and 
creatures with such joy, and I got the body of 
work done gratefully.

I left Yelapa and had my own studio built in 
Puerto Vallarta.  When I visit again, they tell me I 
have to keep visiting because that is where I was 
born in Mexico.  My memories and life there 
continue in my work.

To keep working and persevere seem to be 
essentials in my life and work.  Creativity is a 
habit and the best creativity is the result of good 
work habits.  On reading his writings, it is clear 
Van Gogh was not a crazy starving artist, he was 
a hard working, observant, dedicated, productive 
artist.  This is how it is done.

I invite you to the opening reception of my 
annual exhibition Thursday February 23 

from 6 to 9 p.m. at Angeline 
Kyba Atelier, 635 Cuauhtémoc in 
downtown Puerto Vallarta.

Simply follow Guerrero and 
the name changes at the curve in 
Gringo Gulch.  Or come by way of 
the long steps over the Rio Cuale in 
the Rio Cuale park.

Kyba also does portraits in oil on 
commission and welcomes visitors to 
her studio by appointment call 322-
147-0955 angie@angelinekyba.com 
@angelinekyba

The studio is no longer open 
weekdays as the map states but is 
open by appointment.
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Dr. Zoli

The Holistic Bio Spa® is located 
in Plaza Marina, Local B-10 
AND in Plaza Parabien in NV.  
Open Monday to Friday from 9 

a.m. to 6 p.m.  Tel.: 322 221-1607.  
www.HolisticBioSpa.com  Email: 

Contact@HolisticBioSpa.com
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And so, my journey on the path 
of health and longevity continues.  
Today’s treatment seems pretty 
straight forward as well as actually 
pretty comfortable.  Today’s 
exploration will be inside the infra-
red sauna at Holistic Bio Spa.  

It looks like a little box, placed 
on the second floor of their …. 
complex of health and Zen.  My eye 
tells me the area is not more than 
1.5 square meters but inside fits a 
wooden bench and wooden clad 
walls, it looks almost as cozy as any 
Swedish saunas back home despite 
the limited space.

  Now, don’t let all the Instagram 
pictures have you fooled, the 
infra-red light can’t be picked up 
by our eyes, so that red lighting 
that looks intriguingly hot and 
sexy is just a play to the gallery.  
Both bench and floor are covers in 
bowls, and after changing either 
into your swimming attire or into 
your birthday suit you are given a 
sheer robe to wear in and out of the 
sauna.  

Like the nature enthusiast I am I 
have no other conception of doing 
sauna in anything other than the 
nude so I step inside the little box 
and turn the lights off in there, 
this way no one outside can look 
in, but I have a full view of the 
outside through the glass windows.  
Whichever way you decide to dress, 

CECILIA KC Hedström

Infrared sauna to detox!

you’ll be happy to wear as little as 
possible because you will come 
here and sweat!

Being seated on the surprisingly 
soft towels is very comfy and I feel 
totally relaxed as the heat starts at 
a shy 60° Celsius.  I feel the heat 
beaming out of the walls, behind 
the wood are the ceramic panels 
that radiate the invisible infra-red 
light hiding.  

They recommend trying to go for 
at least the 15-minute mark on your 
first time, maximum recommended 
time is 50 min. Since this is my 
first time in an infra-red sauna, I 
have no expectations for myself on 
how long I can last, but I quickly 
realize that my restless body will 
start feeling bored soon so I decide 
to start meditating.  I folded my legs 
up, close my eyes and start doing 
deep breathing. 

I zone out and as I flutter my 
eyes open and gaze at the clock 
after what felt like a brief moment, 
amazingly 30 minutes had already 
passed.  I feel totally relaxed but at 
this point I cannot ignore the heat 
anymore and the sweat is dripping, 
I am sweating out of places I’ve 
never sweated before, from my 
scalp to the palm of my hand, it 
feels absolutely awesome!  

I normally don’t sweat much 
during exercise or even in a regular 
dry sauna but unlike a regular 

sauna where the air is heated, the 
infra-red panels are heating up 
from the inside, your cells are 
literally stimulated into creating 
perspiration.  This technical effect 
will have you working up a sweat 
faster than in abnormal sauna and at 
a lower temperature.  

And sweating feels so good, the 
skin is after all the body’s biggest 
organ and it is also a cleansing one!  
Seeing 35 minutes have passed I 
decide to stay in till the clock hits 
45.  And I really do have to stay 
with my breath and determination 
to not just pop out of there right at 
this moment,  The sensation of the 
sauna is not in any way unpleasant 
but it is very intense, I try to avoid 
wiping my sweat even as it’s 
running down my face and over my 
lips.  

I know that wiping the sweat 
won’t help, I’ll just sweat more and 
the towel will rough up my skin as 
the pores will be wide open in this 
heat.  My pulse is rising because of 
the heat so my focus is keeping with 
a deep and steady breath into nose 
and out through the nose, this means 
I am oxygenating my muscles and 
working my cardio which can give 
you the same sensation as a work 
out, pretty cool huh? 

So, the clock keeps ticking and I 
keep my hands free and my breath 
deep but as the clock goes strikes 42 
minutes in, I slowly grab my door 
and slowly, mindfully open the door 
and step out.  I feel as though I’ve 
sweated out all that I can.  Stepping 
out into the cool air feels amazing, 

like drinking a lemonade when you 
are parched, I feel light and totally 
relaxed.  

I finish the drink that was placed 
outside for me before I head into the 
shower.  I step out and I have fresh 
towels and my skin feels smooth 
like a baby, I feel softer, warmer 
and relaxed but on a deeper level 
than I’ve ever experienced after a 
sauna session. 

I pass the cafeteria in the same 
building and sit down on their sunny 
patio; I order a green smoothie and 
an omelet with avocado and some 
rye bread.  It tastes absolutely 
fantastic and I sit for a long time 
enjoying the delicious food and my 
relaxed body and mind and in bliss.  
I meet with Dr. Zoli who suggests 
that my next treatment should be a 
Deep Tissue Massage, sounds like 
music to my ears.  I leave Holistic 
Bio Spa and I am already longing 
for my next visit.
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Dr. IRVING Ramirez

Curry is a dish with a sauce 
seasoned with spices, mainly 
associated with South Asia cuisine.  
In southern India leaves from the 
Curry tree may be included.

There are wide varieties of 
Curry; the choice of spices for each 
dish in traditional cuisine depends 
on regional, cultural, and personal 
preferences.  Such dishes’ names 
refer to their ingredients, spicing, 
and cooking methods.

Outside the Indian subcontinent, 
a Curry is a dish from Southeast 
Asia that uses coconut milk or 
spice paste, only eaten over rice.  
Curry powder, a commercially 
prepared mixture of spices 
marketed in the West, was first 
exported to Britain in the 18th 
century when Indian merchants 
sold a concoction of spices to the 
colonial government and army 
returning to Britain.

Curry powder, as available 
in certain western markets, is a 
commercial spice blend and was 
first sold by Indian merchants to 
European colonial traders.  This 
resulted in the export of a derived 
version of the Indian concoction 
of spices.  Commercially 

Curry

available from the 
late 18th century, with 
such brands as Crosse 
and Blackwell and 
Sherwood’s, persisting 
to the present.  British 
traders introduced the 
powder to Meiji, Japan, 
in the mid-19th century, 
becoming known as 
Japanese Curry.

Thaistreetkitchen.
com has published the 
health benefits of Curry 
powder:

· Pain and 
inflammation relief - 
Turmeric is one of the 
most critical ingredients 
in Curry powder.  Turmeric has 
been found very effective in 
relieving joint pains and treating 
inflammation.

· Heart health - cardamom and 
basil, often found in Curry, are 
very effective vasodilators, thus 
aiding in the prevention of heart 
disease.  The fiber present in most 
Curry dishes aids in cholesterol 
management.

· Bone health - calcium, 
phosphorus and magnesium are 

beneficial in maintaining bone 
muscle health and are key in 
slowing the degenerative process.  
One tablespoon of Curry powder 
may contain as much as 30 
milligrams of calcium.

· Liver support - turmeric, 
an integral part of Curry 
powder, contains the antioxidant 
compound curcumin found to 
detoxify the liver.  The liver is 
one of the body’s largest filtration 
systems processing all food and 
nutrients that pass through it.

· Antibacterial - coriander, 
a commonly added herb often 
added to traditional Curry powder 
blends, has been found to possess 
antibacterial and antifungal 
properties.  It has even been found 
to prevent diseases like E Coli and 
many gut-related infections.

· Digestion - Curry powder 
can help ensure the body 
absorbs adequate nutrients 
while maintaining the perfect 
homeostasis for optimal intestinal 
health.  Spices are chock full of 
dietary fiber and help keep things 
moving.

· Metabolism booster - the 
impressive amount of proteins 

found in Curry powder aids in the
transportation of nutrients from 

food to other parts of the body.  
Thus, aiding in one’s overall 
digestion.

· Anti-aging - the prevention 
of oxidative stress and damage is 
made possible by the abundant

antioxidant amounts in Curry 
powder.

· Cancer prevention - the 
antioxidants in the herbal blend 
of Curry powder make it a top 
contender for cancer prevention.  
Among them, curcumin has been 
found to target tumors and various 
cancerous growths within the 
body.

Healthline.com says human 
studies have also had promising 
results.  For example, a study in 
126

people with colorectal cancer 
showed that supplementing with 
1,080 milligrams of curcumin 
daily for 30 days increased 
cancer-cell death and decreased 
inflammation.  Research has 
shown that other Curry powder 
spices, such as chili peppers, 
coriander, and cumin, may also 
offer powerful anti-cancer effects. 

One study of 17 men 
demonstrated that eating meals 
containing 6 to 12 grams of Curry 
powder significantly reduced 
allantoin, a marker of oxidative 
stress, compared with eating non-
Curry-containing meals.  Another 
study of over 100,000 people 
found that those who consumed 
Curry powder-based dishes two 
to three times per month to once 
a week had significantly lower 
triglyceride levels.

For an appointment with Dr. 
Irving in Puerto Vallarta or at 
FEDA Nutrición and Fitness, Calle 
Jacarandas 86, in Bucerías, or if 
you are interested in purchasing 
Dr. Irving’s CBD Oil (5 or 10,000 
mg) without THC, please text 
Loren Hayes on WhatsApp at 322 
167-7570.
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RN, LCSW | ggbelangerpv@gmail.comGISELLE Belanger

Written by: Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available for 
appointments in person, by phone, 
or by skype webcam. Contact info: Mex cell: 
(322) 138-9552 or US cell: (312) 914-5203

How many times did you hear 
growing up that “You should be 
ashamed of yourself!”? We had done 
something wrong and should have 
known better, and so part of our 
scolding included our parents making 
sure we felt shame hoping that would 
keep us from making the same mistake 
again. Most learned that concept so 
well, that we still say as adults, that “I 
feel so ashamed”. Most of us mean we 
feel embarrassed. We hope no one, or 
very few people find out. We certainly 
wouldn’t want anyone to judge us, 
think less of us, lose respect for us, or 
criticize us. 

For some of us, these experiences 
and this type of shame is not a big 
deal and did not damage us. But for 
a great many, shame was an everyday 
occurrence and became a very 
common feeling and experience. Some 
of you can distinctly remember giving 
up trying to please your parents and 
saying that “they’re never satisfied”, 
or “it’ll never be enough, no matter 
what I do or how hard I try”.  Even 
when you did well, it wasn’t enough. 
If you came in second place in a race, 
it should have first place, if you got 
a “B+”, it should have been an “A”. 
Many parents compared their children 
to other children, pointing out how they 
didn’t measure up; weren’t as pretty, 
or as smart, weighed too much and 
needed to lose weight, until the point 
that you learned all too well to spend 
your life comparing yourself to others, 
and never feeling like you measure up. 
It has become the negative lens you 
see yourself through. You do not know 
any other perspective and you don’t 
believe anyone else’s opinion. 

How could anyone develop a healthy 
self-esteem and self-worth when all 
they received was negative feedback? 
Low self-esteem depletes any 
motivation to learn, grow, improve, 
or overcome an obstacle. Eventually 
a “f--k it” attitude takes over and you 
no longer care what anyone thinks 

Are you stuck in shame? 

nor what consequences ensue. Shame 
is now controlling your life and your 
decisions. You’ve given up! You have 
lost any hope of things improving. 

This is when adolescents turn to 
drugs and alcohol, drop out of activities 
and quit sports teams, and start hanging 
out with the wrong crowd. Melody 
Beattie, author of a daily meditation 
book called “The Language of Letting 
Go”, (and “Codependent No More”), 
states that “shame can be extremely 
debilitating and can propel us deeper 
into self-defeating and self-destructive 
behaviors” (page 34). This is a very 
difficult and painful place to end up. 
Without proper help to interrupt such 
behavior and motivate the person to 
change, it will continue throughout 
adulthood.  

Of course not everyone reacts as 
drastically to shame and they remain 
much more functional, but unhappy 
in certain areas of life, especially 
relationships. For most people, shame 
is very misunderstood and in many 
cases goes unidentified. Many people 
do not know that it is shame that 
is holding them back and causing 
them their pain. Shame can be a very 
powerful force in our life. Shame starts 
in childhood and continues into our 
adult life infesting our relationships 
and our capacity to interact with others. 

Becoming aware of shame is the first 
thing necessary in order to heal from 
it. There are many books written on 
shame and the damage it causes. John 
Bradshaw calls shame “toxic” in his 
book, “Healing the Shame that Binds 
You” (1988). There is another book 
called “Shame: Spiritual Suicide” 
(written by Vicki Underland–Roscow 
1995). Doesn’t that title say at all?!

Shame versus guilt
Another very important distinction 

is to understand the difference between 
shame and guilt. Basically, “shame” 
is “I am bad” and “guilt” is “I did 
something bad”. Shame defines us as a 

bad person and guilt defines a specific 
behavior that needs to be adjusted. 
With shame there is an overwhelming 
sense that who we are is not okay. 
Isn’t it too bad that so many parents, 
teachers, coaches, didn’t understand 
this difference?! Shame disempowers 
us leaving us feeling unworthy and 
unlovable, and guilt empowers us to 
change.

The book “Shame and Guilt: 
Masters of Disguise”, written by Jane 
Middleton-Moz, states “there is more 
personal power in the experience of 
guilt.” Even though we feel guilty for 
what we have done, we have control 
over future choices. However, when we 
experience shame, we feel “helplessness 
and powerlessness” (pg 55).

Melody Beattie defines “authentic 
legitimate guilt” as the “feeling or 
thought that what we did is not okay. 
It indicates that our behavior needs 
to be corrected and an amends needs 
to be made”. (Beattie, pg 34). Making 
the decision to change a behavior and 
to make amends is a personal choice 
made possible because you feel your 
power to do so. It provides relief from 
the guilt, liberating us and healing can 
take place. 

Middleton-Moz points out that 
when we experience guilt, we fear 
punishment, when we experience 
shame, we fear abandonment. The 
guilt is resolved by fulfilling the 
punishment and making amends, 
but the fear of abandonment ensues. 
When we experience guilt, we blame 
our behavior, when we experience 
shame, we blame our character, further 
perpetuating our feelings of inferiority 

and worthlessness. Each time we are 
shamed, we are wounded and our self-
esteem suffers (pg 55, 56). The more 
we fear abandonment and rejection, 
the harder we try to please others, 
especially our parents, denying our 
own feelings, especially anger, and 
internalizing the pain. We deny who 
we are, our needs and desires, and 
fail to develop a strong sense of self. 
We feel unlovable and our need for 
approval persists, and we become 
willing to do or say anything to 
receive approval, avoid judgment and 
criticism, and potentially rejection and 
abandonment.

In order to change the quality of our 
life and break the pain cycle of shame, 
we must stop attaching to it just 
because it’s familiar. Melody Beattie 
encourages us to learn to “reject 
shame”. We must learn to accept that 
it’s okay to be who we are, that we are 
good enough, that feelings are okay, 
and that it’s okay to have problems, 
make mistakes, and struggle to find 
our path!! (This is worth repeating to 
yourself every day!) In doing so, we 
accept our past; the family dysfunction, 
the abuse, the trauma, and stop letting 
it define us. (pg 34).

We must accept our humanness! 
Accepting ourselves and letting go of 
shame are the beginning of journey of 
recovery of “self”.  
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GIL Gevins | www.gilgevins.com

Gil Gevins
Is the author of six hilarious books, including 
his latest, KAH. Due to illness, Gil was forced 
to cancel the first book signing for this, his 
hilarious new novel. Fully recovered now, 
he has rescheduled the book signing (at 
Galeria Dante) for Friday, February 24. Also, 
LUCY CUCU’S CABANA’s giant Super-Sale 
(also cancelled due to illness), has been 
rescheduled for Monday, February 27. 
Please see ad in this paper for more details.

What we relate to in our 
everyday lives are things like cars, 
rhododendrons, fire hydrants, other 
people… in other words, things 
roughly the same size we are. This 
prejudice in favor of objects on our 
own scale is a real handicap when it 
comes to appreciating the marvels 
of nature. For example, insects. 
We think of insects as tiny and 
insignificant. Look at one under 
magnification, however, and you 
will see a miracle walking on six 
legs, or an amazing flying machine 
capable of aerial maneuvers 
humans can hardly imagine.

Entomology 101 was my favorite 
class. In order to pass it, I had to 
collect and identify over 100 
species of insects, representing at 
least fifteen different Orders. The 
Orders of insets goes something 
like this: one Order includes all the 
beetles. Another includes all types 
of bees. Still another includes all 
the ants and termites. And so on.

Acquiring all fifteen Orders 
was the real challenge, that, and 
identifying the species utilizing 
a binocular microscope. My 
roommate and I were both taking 
the class, so we decided to join 
forces. Unfortunately, neither of 
us were good students: I had a 
poor attitude, and he had a poor 
aptitude. We were each provided 
with a butterfly net and a small 
friendly cyanide jar, - all we would 
need to capture and subdue our 
prey.

Our collecting went pretty well. 
Or so we thought, until, a week 
before the deadline, we counted up 
our Orders: we were four short of 
the minimum required for a passing 
grade. Albert thought the situation 
hopeless, but I had an idea.  

Please bug me

“Listen,” I told my roommate, 
here’s the deal. Fleas form their 
own Order. And so do ticks. If we 
can get our hands on some fleas 
and ticks, we’ll be home free.”

“Nobody,” Albert pointed out, 
“has been able to find a single flea 
or tick anywhere! It’s too early in 
the year.”

It was true. Every single dog 
and cat in Ithaca, New York 
appeared to be 100 per cent 
insect free. No problem? Though 
lacking in motivation, I did have 
a knack for  unorthodox problem 
solving. Ours is an agricultural 
college, I reasoned, so it should 
have someone somewhere doing 
research on ticks and fleas, who 
were definitely not the friends of 
livestock.

We began to make discrete 
inquiries, in the course of which 
we heard a rumor that there might 
be just such a research facility far 
off-campus, out in the country, in 
an unmarked building, away from 
the prying eyes of the animal-
loving public. The next day, we set 
out in search of our entomological 
holy grail.

The countryside surrounding 
Cornell University was mostly 
abandoned farmland. That first day 
we spent over two hours searching, 
without success. Undaunted, and 
determined not to fail my favorite 
subject, we set off again the next 
day, driving up and down every 
country road in the area. Toward the 
end of the day, when we were about 
to give up, we came upon a small, 
windowless bunker-like building 
all by itself. I stopped the car.

“That building has no windows,” 
I told Albert.

“So?”

“So, maybe they’re trying to hide 
something.”

We hopped out of the car and 
knocked on the door. A man in 
a laboratory coat, who looked 
suspiciously like a scientist, 
cracked open the door. 

“Hi,” I said, talking fast, “we’re 
first year entomology majors.” A 
slight exaggeration. “And we’re 
short four Orders on our collection. 
And we were wondering…”

Smiling broadly, the biologist 
opened the door all the way and 
said, “Men, you’ve come to the 
right place. Maybe.”

“Maybe?”
“Yeah. Depends if you guys know 

how to keep your mouths shut. We 
like to keep a low profile around 
here.”

“Listen,” I said, “if you have 
what we hope you have, our lips 
are sealed! We’re not idiots.”

“Okay,” he said, come on in.”
The laboratory, as he called it, 

consisted of one large empty room, 
in the center of which was a cow 
- a real cow, chewing its cud and 
looking bored. We approached the 
ruminating quadraped. 

“So,” our new friend said, “I 
guess you guys could use some 
fleas?”

“You bet!”
The biologist gave his victim 

a resounding slap on its rump. 
A second later, as we watched in 
horror, a trillion fleas boiled up to 
the surface of the cow’s rear-end.

“Holy shi—cow!” I exclaimed.
“Here you go,” he said, “handing 

us a couple of vials, “help 
yourselves.”

Quickly, we scooped up a bunch 
of fleas, closing our vials with a 
pair of tiny corks, and thanking our 
benefactor profusely.

“By the way,” I said, “you don’t 
happen to have a few ticks lying 
around someplace?”

“Of course.”
He handed us another pair of 

vials, each one packed solid with 

precious ticks. Finally, for good 
measure, he gifted us an infested 
frozen rat, which I threw in the 
trunk of my car.

The next day, vials in hand, 
we strutted into the binocular 
microscope lab ready to do 
business. Forty students were 
hard at work identifying their 
specimens, their heads bent to the 
eye pieces of their microscopes.

“Hey, I called out, “anybody got 
ticks or fleas?”

Everyone groaned in the 
negative. They’d already gone 
over every dog in town with a fine-
tooth comb.

“Well, we do!” I crowed. “A ton 
of them!”

“What? How? Where?”
Suddenly, Albert and I were 

surrounded by a mob of desperate 
entomology students begging for 
fleas and ticks. As they jostled 
for position, I held aloft a vial of 
fleas, and said, “Okay, who’s got a 
praying mantis?” 

Albert and I both got an A+ for our 
amazingly complete collections. 
But a week later, karma got its 
revenge. Returning to my car from 
physiology class, I was greeted by 
a squad of tense campus cops, and 
a gaggle of curious students. 

“What’s going on?” I asked.
“Son,” a cop said to me, “we 

received a report.  Said there was a 
corpse in the trunk of this vehicle.”

What? Is this a joke? Then I 
smelled it. The rat! “Well, officer,” 
I explained, “it’s no mystery; the 
thing’s been in there for a week.”
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Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at  www.casasandvillas.com

| harriet@casasandvillas.comHARRIET Murray

In these first days of the new year, we have closed and reported 
$32,906,690.

This is $889,370. per day - 73% of these sells are co-oped between 
offices.

Average DOM is 292 days
Average sales price $483,922. Sale price to list sold 95.7%
New construction today for sale in Nayarit and Jalisco is 669 units 

at 75% of condo inventory.  And resales are 25% of active inventory
What communities are most popular?

In Jalisco, Amapas with $3,266,500. and an average sales price of 
$653, 300.

El Caloso in PV sold $2,203,133. at an average sale of $550,783.
Zona Romantica (Emiliano Zapata) reached $3,795,400. with an 

average sales price of $421,711.
Venetian-Icon sold $1,080,000. - one unit DOM 126 days.

Property type year to date activity report
Jan 1,2023 – Feb 6,2023

FBS Flex reporting sold condos
Bay of Banderas - Jalisco and Nayarit, Mexico

Las Glorias in the hotel zone sold $1,249,721. for an average of 
$624,860. per unit

Mismaloya, south of PV sold $1,310,000. for an average sale of 
$655,000.

Oceanside in Nayarit sold $4,966,492. with an average sales 
price of $413,874.

Playa de Huanacaxtle, also in Nayarit sold $6,473,500. with top 
sales average of $719,278.

Zona Dorado in Bucerias booked sales of $3,628,140. and 
average sales price of $362,814. 

We currently have 71 identified communities for reporting in 
FBS.

Information is deemed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed. © 
2023 MLS and FBS. Prepared by Harriet Murray, Cochran Real 
Estate on Monday, February 06, 2023.

All amounts are expressed in US Dollars.

This article is based upon legal opinions, current practices, and my 
personal experiences in the Puerto Vallarta-Bahia de Banderas areas.  

I recommend that each potential buyer or seller of Mexican real 
estate conduct his own due diligence and review. 
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(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)
| www.MasterBaiters.com.mxSTAN Gabruk

After weeks of making what feels 
like making excuses for the local 
fishing, fishing explodes! 

All of a sudden, the water outside 
the bay turns blue!  Massive bait 
moves into the area, hopefully 
they’re eating Krill and Dorado 
turn into the dominant species off 
the point of Punta Nayarit.  

The increase in water temperatures 
last week, has snapped back to 
previous lower temperatures.  It’s 
a water temperature rollercoaster, 
but for right now it doesn’t seem 
to be affecting much.  Yes, the 
fishing is out of the ordinary, but 

Fishing explodes!

does that really matter when you 
can get Dorado at will off Punta 
Nayarit?  For those willing to risk 
their precious fuel dollar, Striped 
Marlin and Sailfish are running at 
Mid-point.  And now even more 
and varied baits are entering the 
area, giving fish even more reasons 
to hang around.  Hopefully that 
doesn’t mean ignoring anglers’ bait 
in favor of all that tasty Krill.  For 
now, there is no trouble finding 
plenty of arm-burning action for 
those whose drug is the tug!

Corbeteña is still much the 
same, but the water is now blue 

and the Jack Crevalle are thinning 
in numbers, but they’re still bait 
thieves.  A few miles off The Rock 
there are several Spinner Dolphin 
pods with football Yellowfin Tuna at 
40 lbs. running with them!  

With the water temperatures 
dropping again to 74 degrees, 
the Cubera Snapper could be 
looking for “some action”.  Hard 
telling exactly what’s happening 
at Corbeteña since the area for 
the most part is being ignored due 
to those darn Jack Crevalle taking 
anything eatable in front of them.  
Blue water or clean green water, 
if there’s bait, it doesn’t matter to 
hungry fish living and swimming in 
a fish smorgasbord!  

Also tiny, mostly transparent 
Sardines have moved into the 

area once again and the locals are 
chowing down.  The bottom line is, 
the fishing in the mid-point area is 
the best bang for your fuel dollar.  
Dorado are all around 20 lbs. or 
larger.  Sailfish are still in this area 
as are Striped Marlin.  But again, 
they’re all spread out roaming 
the area in a lazy way chasing the 
closest bait balls! 

For the last few weeks, the 
fishing grounds off the point of 
Punta Nayarit is where the fishing 
explosion is happening. Last week, 
finding buoys or debris, hoping 
there were Dorado, has changed.  
Those with the gumption to head 
out to Punta Mita or its new name 
of Punta Nayarit, will find larger 
Dorado of 20 lbs. or larger have 
taken over the point.  
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In my experience, this sort of 
action will only last a few days, but 
then again, they shouldn’t even be in 
the area in these kinds of numbers.  
Another surprising development is 
Rooster Fish 35 lbs. or larger have 
moved into the same area off the 
point of Punta Nayarit.  We haven’t 
seen this level of Rooster fish in 
more than two years.  So for all you 
Rooster Fish junkies, it’s time to get 
your fix.  Sailfish are also running 
the area.  But here’s the secret, drop 
baits at the three-mile mark off 
Punta Nayarit on the 300 or 310 
setting on your onboard compass.  
Keep this to yourself, amigos!  
Throw in Jack Crevalle, Bonito and 
the list continues. For now, those 
heading out of the bay should give 
this area a hard look. 

Inside the bay it’s improving 
like all of our world famous 
fishing grounds, but when fishing 
explodes, it’s exploding evenly 
for the moment.  What does that 
mean?  Well, some smaller Dorado 
in the 10-lb range are at Los Arcos.  
Bonito are super plentiful and we 
had a client boat 40 large Bonito 
with burning arms and a smile 
pasted permanently between his 
ears.  Sierra Mackerel have moved 
back in and are as Capt. Caesar 
calls “Dinosaur Mackerels”!  

Jack Crevalle are huge, up to 50 
lbs.  Bonito are in the 20-lb range 
and a Sailfish was lost off La Cruz 
Marina.  With water temps down 
again, Grouper, Snapper and Sea 
Bass will be in their favorite areas 

which include in front of the Ameca 
River.  An experienced Captain will 
have some tricks up his sleeve.  If 
fishing the bay, use light tackle and 
maximize your fishing pleasure.  But 
be warned, you may have trouble 
raising your arms the following 
day.  All in all, the fishing in the bay 
is perfect for families whose goal 
is to have fun.  The Rooster fish 
off Punta Nayarit are taking live 
bait and poppers.  When Rooster 
fish move into the area, the Cabo 
Corrientes area near the light house 
is largely ignored, but shouldn’t 
be.  You’ll need a ten-hour day to 
hit this area that’s still in the bay, 
but barely.  Worth a look, amigos.  
Four-hour trips are producing much 
better than last week.  

The water is still a clean green in 
the bay, but is a light, almost blue 
color.  With blue water outside the 
bay, this will change quickly.  

Details, the bite is still at 08:30 
so leaving at 07:00 is a good idea.  
Rooster fish are hitting Poppers and 
live bait.  Water temperatures have 
dropped again to 74 degrees.  The 
water is turning blue again slowly 
and of course we still have massive 
amounts of bait in and around the 
bay.  And there you go, amigos, 
thanks for reading!  

Thanks for your continued 
support and until next week, don’t 
forget to kiss your fish!
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Emergency
The Historical Naval Museum (right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) 

may be open.  $45. Pesos.  
Voladores de Papantla usually perform @ 6 p.m. 
on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.

Solution to crossword page 39 Solution to sudoku page 39

CMQ Premiere
Hospiten
Hospital Joya
SanMare
Medasist
C.M.Q.
I.M.S.S.
Regional

322.226.6500
322.226.2081
322.226.1010
322.252.1711
322.223.0444
322.223.0878
322.224.3838
322.224.4000

322.222.0923

322.222.1533

322.209.0622

322.224.8484

322.178.8999 / Emergency: 911

322.178.8800 / 
Emergency: 322.222.1527

322.224.7643

322.293.0099

322.225.0018

322.209.1123

322.223.1516
322.223.2500

322.222.1762

322.223.2500 EXT. 230 / 232

322.293.0098 /

322.225.0000 /

24 HOURS:

AEROTRON

AIR CANADA
AIR TRANSAM
ALASKA
AMERICAN
DELTA
FRONTIER

UNITED

AEROMEXICO

SOUTHWEST
AIR TRANSAT

VOLARIS

SUN COUNTRY

US AIRWAYS

322.226.8440

001 880.719.2827
001 880.900.1431
001 880.252.7522
001 880.904.6000
001 880.266.0046
001 880.432.1359

001 880.864.8331

880.021.4000

001 880.435.9792
001 882.733-9513

551.102.8000

001 880.924.6184

001 880.428.4322

Monday to Friday - City Walking Tours 9 
a.m. & 12 noon – Meet 15 minutes early 
at the Tourism office at City Hall by the 
main square.  Saturdays only @ 9 a.m.

Tuesdays – 9:30 a.m. – Free Malecon 
Sculpture Tour – meet at the Millennium 

sculpture at the northern end of the Malecon

Tue. & Fri. — 1:30 p.m. — Duplicate 
Bridge Games — PV Bridge Club. 

www.vallartabridge.com

Wednesdays – 10 a.m. – Corazon de Niña – 
Humanitarian Tour + Brunch. $500. Pesos. 

RSVP: fundacion@corazondenina.mx

Saturdays – 9 a.m. to 1 or 2 p.m. – 
Farmers’ Markets – at Lazaro Cardenas 

Park and on the Rio Cuale Island

Saturdays, 5 p.m. – English mass 
at Our Lady of Guadalupe Church
Sundays 10 a.m. bilingual mass

Sundays, 9:30 a.m. - Grace Vineyard 
Vallarta Church - in-person.  Non-

denominational Service led by Pastor 
Mario Santillan @ CJ’s Texas Grill / 

Thirsty Turtle, Calle Popa, Marina Vallarta                   
GraceVineyardVallarta@gmail.com

Sundays, 10 a.m. - Christ Church by the 
Sea, English services and communion, 

Center Courtyard Palapa, Plaza 
Genovesa, 2015 Fco. Medina Ascencio, 

christchurchbythesea.org 

Sundays, 10 a.m. – Paradise Church, 
inter-denominational services 

at El Granero, 333 Fco. Madero, 
www.paradisechurchpv.org

SPCA - To find your perfect companion 
animal rescued by the SPCA, please 

contact: spcapv@gmail.com

PLEASE leaf through this issue 
for events that do not appear here 
...and JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!

For a comprehensive list of most -if 
not all- charity groups and non-profit 

organizations in and around PV, you may 
want to check out: ww.puertovallarta.net 

/fast_facts/non-profit.php
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The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row, 
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box). 

Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits 
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain 
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.

It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might 
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline 
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.

Kristian House | Edited by: Will Shortz  |       New York Times

Solution on Page 38

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle

Solution on Page 38




